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My name is Joe Nahhas founder of real time physics and astronomy July 21 1969
Modern and Nobel physical sciences of physics astronomy chemistry and
physical biology are based on time travel and time travel is not any science.
1- Humans live on Earth which is a sphere of radius of 637100 meters and a density of
5515kg/second
2 - Earth is surrounded by an ocean of air with dry air density 1.2041 kg/m 3 and air
permittivity of 1.00058986 and air index of refraction 1.000293
3- Humans use human clock of 24 hours = 86400 seconds and not Earth's clock of
86164.09724 seconds
4- Humans measure from surface and not from the center and use relativistic measurements
6 - Physical sciences of Physics, astronomy, chemistry, and physical biology theory are based on
one real numbers line definitions (horizontal line), like a distance of 1 meter, a velocity of 2 meters
per second, an acceleration of 3 meters per second squared, a momentum of 4 kilograms meters per

second, an energy of 5 joules, and a power of 6 watts, etc. The numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, etc, are real
numbers that can be plotted on 1 real numbers line (horizontal line).
Physical sciences of Physics, astronomy, chemistry, and physical biology measurements are
relativistic measurements. Physical relativistic measurements outcome is not one real line number
(horizontal) but two real line numbers (horizontal + vertical). Physical science theory is one line and
physical sciences experiments outcome is two lines.

No match!

What is modern and Nobel Physics? Big bang no one heard? Dark energy no one can
find? Time travel no one can perform? Light constant speed when light speed never been
measured? Black holes based on constant light speed and time travel? The Sun is pulling on
Earth due to gravity when gravity is measured to be zero outside atmosphere? An atom with
atomic parts that have an average life time of 1/ (trillion second) or a universe that is made
out of particles that lives dies and rebirth trillion times each second?!!! Fictional Universe
= 1/ fictional atom. Real time physics and astronomy is discovery that if physics
definitions like distance, velocity, acceleration, momentum, force, energy, etc, are mapped
from one real numbers line into the complex numbers line (2 real numbers lines), then the
complex numbers line definitions are the one and only one set of flawless mathematical
formulas that matches physics and astronomy measurements all the time and to the last
digit of the decimal point to beat delete toilet flush sanitize and replace all physics and
astronomy in all of history and advance physical sciences by 1001 years. Real time physics
and astronomy formulates human perception of physical nature and peels off physical nature
deceptions and exposes physical nature naked for the first time since the beginning of time. I
mapped physics definitions from real numbers definitions into complex numbers formulas
and ended with new physics formulas and calculated Earth's 1 - Spherical and 2 - atmospheric
and 3 - Human clock deceptions and ended with the same numbers of past 500 years of modern and
Nobel science. Joe Nahhas Can produce 500 years of modern and Nobel physical sciences

numbers in its entirety that includes Physics numbers, Astronomy numbers, Chemistry
numbers, and Physical biology numbers that won 112 years of Nobel prizes and fills
University Textbooks and made "Science encyclopedias" and premiered on "Discovery"
channel and "science" channel and documented as "Physics fundamental constants"
published by "NIST = National Institute of Standards and Technology" as measurement
errors or Earth's Deceptions numbers. I can produce/produced all leading Nobel prize
winner's numbers like Einstein numbers 100 different ways from 100 different formulas
from 100 different physicists work from 100 different periods of time in human history
dating back to Darwin's apes' time including 10th century Arab physicists formulas because
physics formulas of the past can be mapped into real time and calculate Earth's deceptions
from old time physicists formulas and it match Nobel prize winners Einstein's numbers.
Humans measured/measure wrong and their collective knowledge of nature is
pathetic 1- Humans measure on a sphere and calculate line data 2 - Humans use the wrong

clock and 3 - Do not measure from the center. Three errors, spherical, time, and radial
produces 500 years of all wrong science. What is at stake is Darwin's apes cyclic theory.

Ape  Man  Nobel  dumb ape  ape  man  Nobel  dumb ape  ape --. What is at
stake is the entire human race study not Darwin's apes science to say the least but Alfred
Nobel dumb apes science to be exact. One person deleting all others is mission impossible
and very bad odds. I clashed with Nobel academia alone and ended in serious trouble
and looking for sponsors to re-write science and history and start with sponsoring a lecture to
do Einstein's numbers 100 times or 100 different physicists and each physicist formula give
same Einstein's number and equals to the same earth's deception numbers.

